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Today, conversations mean messaging. Text messaging to be apt. you can see youngsters
everywhere with a phone in hand, constantly running their fingers on their mobile phones. Well, they
are text messaging. A simple hi or how are you to lengthy conversations about what happened
yesterday or conversing about what is happening now. Everything is conveyed through sms's. In
fact, even wishes are conveyed through messages.

"Hey. Drop a text message" is what one can hear many say. Be it a girl or a guy, irrespective of their
sexes, they text- Voraciously. The phones are always buzzing. Parents think the keypads will burn
out. But you know kids right? Kids won't listen. With the advent of phones such as blackberry with
the blackberry messenger or so called bbm, instant messaging is so easy on the phone that
students are glued to the phones.

With networks service providers coming up with offers and schemes for free messaging services, it
becomes even more convenient for youngsters to opt for messaging. Even in class tests, quizzes
etc., one can spot student's texting each other the answers or the questions

There are sms's for every occasion, every feeling, and every emotion in today's world.

Well, not only does it keep the kids engaged, it also has a severe impact in their linguistics. The
language used in sms is shortened words and acronyms because they need to squeeze the
message within the word limits. Being economic is the word. Usually the students are most fond of
sms's. They have to save on their pocket money. So the shortening happens. The impact is that,
even in normal conversations and papers, they use that language which is not a good sign. Again,
always being engrossed in your phones while someone is talking to you is not very polite. So
messaging and texting has become a rage among the youngsters but has been affecting them in a
bad way as well.

Love sms, cute sms, hurt sms, miss you sms, friendship sms; all these are readily available. Apart
from the ones you can find on the website, you can also make your own sms's. It is after all, how
good you can express yourself, be it using the quotations and popular messages or something you
make up on your own. The central idea remains on conveying what you feel. Certain popular love
sms:

1. Without Love - dayz are

"Sadday,

moanday,

tearsday,

wasteday,

thirstday,

frightday,

shatterday...so be in Luv everyday..
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2. I'm feeling so happy, do u know why? cuz i m so lucky, do u know how? cuz God loves me. Do u
know how? cuz he gave me a gift. Do u know what? It's YOU my love.

3. I love all the stars in the sky, but they are nothing compared to the ones in your eyes!
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Love can be expressed though a love sms and a miss you sms to your sweetheart. Hurt sms and a
cute sms are the most felt friendship sms for true friendship.
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